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ERICKSON: who we are, shortly | 1984-2021
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Four main departments

PUBLISHING

TRAINING

MULTIMEDIA  
PRODUCTS

RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT



Erickson’s mission
Providing Ideas that help

Erickson’s mission is: to offer ideas,
methodologies and practical tools
in support of those who, on a daily basis, 
deal with the integration of people with 
disabilities, learning difficulties, 
remediation and support, social problems 
and issues related to adolescence.
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Thematic areas

EDUCATION
SCHOOL

DYSLEXIA AND
OTHER LD

COMMUNICATION
AND LANGUAGE

DISABILITIES, AUTISM 
AND OTHER SEN

ADHD PARENTING PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL WORK 
AND WELFARE
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The Analogical Method Easy Classics

Educational games

Workbooks

The case of 
maths rules Autism Emotions

Our most successful series

Self-helpParenting/Narrative



IN PRE-SCHOOL IN FIRST GRADE IN SECOND GRADE IN THIRD GRADE IN FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADES
First Leaps The Line of 20 The Line of 100 The Line of 1000 MATHEMATICS ON THE FLY
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The Analogical Method for Maths: more than 2 million copies sold!



Didactics in class with Analogical Method 
wall murals and maxi instruments
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Workbook series: for primary school

Mathematics

Logic and 
concentration

English



Pre-skills series: for kindergarten

attention and concentration skillsprerequisites for primary school

pregraphismcreate a pop-up story



The Six little pixies series
Products for children's emotional development 

Learning numbers from 
1 to 9

Explaining emotions to 3-
6 year old children and 6+ 
children Reading and writing 

activities about
emotions (primary

school)



Easy Classics series: for primary school



Educational Games
http://www.erickson.international/en/dominoplay

Math & History seriesGames for the whole family

Create your own story

http://www.erickson.international/en/dominoplay


Practical and reference books: for students, teachers and professionals

• Preschool prerequisites
• Numerical intelligence and calculation
• Teaching and learning with lapbooks
• Simplified science
• English language
• General homework
• Teaching methodologies
• Workshops



Psychological Oriented Narratives

Not all stories are good to reach the child’s emotional sphere.
Psychological Oriented Narrative knows how to tell emotional
meaningful events in a simple and clear way,
almost simplified.



Thanks for your attention


